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Midcllcwbod for use at their forge of Stretton, near
Alnwick. It may foe remarked that at this time, and
for the greater part of the next three centuries, the use
of coal was restrict eel to iron-working and lime-burning,
the absence of chimneys rendering it unsuitable for
fuel in ordimirjMiving rooms. So particularly was it
associated with lime-burning that we find Sea Coal Lane
also known as Li me-burners Lane, and references in
building accounts to purchases of sea coal for the burning
of lime arc innumerable.
It is in 124j that -we get our first dated reference
to an actual rnal working. In that year Ralf, son of
Roger Ulger, was recorded to have been drowned ' in
a clclf of sea rosils * (27-2. fossato carbonum maris).1 The
use of the word fossatum is interesting, as clearly
indicating an 'opun east working', that is to say, a
comparatively shallow trench carried along the seam
where it comes rinse to the surface, a step intermediate
between the mere* quarrying of outcrop and the sinking
of regular pita. An Indication of the spread of coal
mining is to be found in one of the articles of inquiry
for the Forest:	of 1244, which relates to ' sea coal
found within the forest, and whether any one has taken
money for the digging of the same '.2 It is probable
that special reference was intended to the Forest of
Dean, coal being worked about this time at Blakeney,
Stainton, and Atiiiighall; from the last-named place
a penny on every horse-load of coal was paid to the
Constable of St, Briiivcls, as warden of the Forest.3 By
1255 the	of flic* Forest of Dean included payments
1 Assize R.» .22j, to. 4.	*   Mat. Paris, Chron. (Rolls Ser.), vi. 96.
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